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Abstract 

 

In this paper successful application of time average interferometric holography,a whole field technique, for 
quick and complete inspection of a composite sandwich structure with face sheets of varying thickness is 
reported. This techniqueis an established imaging technique used for measuring the amplitude of vibration 
ofobjects under excitation and also for identification of defects through mapping its local resonance. However, 
industrial application of this technique was limited due to thepracticalissues inimplementation as an in-situ 
inspection tool. In this paper, this technique in its advanced form and recently developed digital mode 
ofhologram recording and image reconstruction is utilized for identifying various defects. The sensitivity of 
forced vibration on the resonance of different type of defects in a varying thickness face sheets of a sandwich 
specimen is studied in this paper. Moreover the modal parameters like mode shape and resonant frequencies of 
various types of defect are reported. The results show that various types of commonly occurring defects like 
debond and delamination can be easily detected through this technique. 
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1. Introduction 
Composite structures are widely used in aerospace industries as primary load carrying members 

due to its high strength to weight ratio. In one of the Indian satellite launch vehicles payload 
fairingsismade of composite sandwich panels of huge size with metallic honeycomb core and carbon 
composite face sheets, to take advantage of the payload gain. In such huge panels the face sheets are 
designed such a way that the thickness gradually increasesfrom the top to the bottom, resulting in 
varying thickness face sheets,to optimize the designs. This calls for establishment of an inspection 
tool to detect defects in the above face sheets. Moreover, it is desirable to understand the coupled 
effect of thickness variations and defects onprimary signals used in various inspection methods. 
Furthermore, the huge panels of almost five meter height needs a fast and practical inspection tool for 
complete coverage unlike a point technique.  
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Time average interferometric holography is an optical technique originated from the studies of 
Powell and Stetson [1,2] in the 1960s. Later it was established and used as a high sensitive tool for 
vibration measurement and vibration analysis [3] through mode shape mapping and resonant 

frequency measurement. Sensitivity of vibration amplitude in the order of 0.1 m elevated this 
technique to a toolfor non-destructive inspection of defects in bonded structures, turbine blades etc. 
[4, 5]. However with the advent of electronic speckle based techniques like speckle interferometry 
and speckle shearing interferometry aka shearography which uses only low resolution digital cameras 
and basic image processingalgorithmsfor modal parameter measurement,time average holographic 
interferometry was taken over by these techniques.  

Later digital recording and numerical reconstruction of holograms became a reality with the 
development of high resolution image sensors [viz. charge coupled device sensors (CCD) and 
complementary metal oxide semiconductor sensors (CMOS)] and fast computing platformswith 
optimized image processingroutines [6, 7]. Thereby, the requirement of dark room with wet 
photosensitive film processing and optical hologram reconstruction was overcome. Moreover, 
environment stability requirement is also minimized to a level near to commercial electronic speckle 
based systems. Thus industries started using time average digital holography as an in-situ NDT tool 
[8, 9]. 

In this paper, time average digital holography system developed in-house is used to carry out the 
studies related to the detection of debond, delamination and inclusions which are programmed in a 
honeycomb sandwich specimen with composite face sheets of varying thickness. The response of 
defects to vibration stressing in the above mentioned composite specimen is obtained from the study. 
Moreover, the mode shape acquired during this study provide the  range of frequencies over which 
such defects can be detected in similar structure either through time average digital holography or by 
any commercial speckle based NDT systems. 

 

2. Time Average Digital Holography 
In holography the amplitude and phase of light fieldfrom an object illuminated with a coherent 

light source commonly a laseris recorded,as an interference pattern(called hologram) between the 
object and reference light waves, in a suitable recording media either in a photosensitive film or in an 
image sensor. The schematic of the optical setupfor recording hologram is shown in figure 1.  
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Figure 2(a) Digital hologram (b) reconstructed 
image of specimen in this study 

Figure 1Schematic of digital hologram 
recording setup 
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The intensity of the interference pattern (hologram) is given as  

 荊 = (頚 + 迎)(頚 + 迎)∗ = 頚2 + 迎2 + 頚迎∗ + 迎頚∗ 
 

where頚  is the complex amplitude of object field and 迎  is the complex amplitude of reference 
field.This hologram is used to reconstruct back the original object wave 頚either through optical or 
digital reconstruction [7].  

 

In digital holography the object wave 頚is reconstructed from the digital hologram (figure 2a) 
recorded directly on the image sensor through Fresnel transform given as [7, 10]. 

 

継 倦, 健 =
件膏穴 結捲喧  件講膏穴  倦2警2Δ�2

+
健2軽2Δ考2

  × 

  茎 兼, 券 結捲喧 件 講膏穴  兼2Δ�2 + 券2Δ考2  券−軽−1

券=0

兼=警−1

兼=0

× 結捲喧  −件2講  兼倦警 +
券健軽   

              

where継(倦, 健) is the discrete complex amplitude (捲 + 件検)of the object wave 頚also represented as 剣 exp(iφ) where剣is the amplitude and �is the phase; H(m,n) is the digital hologramrepresented as a 
two dimensional array of the intensity I of the hologram recorded by the image sensor ; そ is the 
wavelength of the laser beam used; M and N are the number of pixelsin the image sensor; d is the 
distance between the object and image sensor; ξ and さ are the pixel sizes of the image sensor 

 

Then the intensity 荊堅結潔 of the reconstructed object wave is given as  継(倦, 健)  as shown in figure 2b 

of the specimen used for the present study and phase is given as � = tan−1  検捲  

 

In time average method of holographic interferometry, the object under investigation is vibrated at 
a frequency 降, then the object field for normal illumination and recording condition is given as 頚 捲, 検, 建 = 剣 捲, 検  exp 件�(捲, 検, 建) and the phase is given as� 捲, 検, 建 =

4講膏 d x, y cos(降建). Here 穴(捲, 検) is the amplitude of vibration. In this method the image sensor is exposed for a period of time � much greater than period of vibration.Thenthe reconstructed object wave field, otherwise called the 
characteristic function for time average holography警, is proportional to the time average of 頚(捲, 検, 建) 
over the exposure interval T given as [11] 

警 ≅ 1�  剣 捲, 検  exp  4講膏 d x, y cos 降建  穴建�
0
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Then intensity荊堅結潔 of the reconstructed image is proportional to the square of the characteristic 
function. 

荊堅結潔 ∝ 警2 ≅  1�  exp 4講膏 d cos降建 �
0

穴建 2

 

 

Using the integral definition of Bessel function the intensity of the reconstructed image is 

proportional to square of the Bessel function of zero order荊堅結潔 ∝ 蛍0
2  4講膏 d  . Thus the object image is 

modulated with fringes representing contour of vibration amplitude related through square of the 
Bessel function of zero order. 

 

3. Composite Sandwich Specimen 
The composite sandwichspecimen used in the present study has size of 300 mm × 300 mm with 

core thickness of 20 mm. The coupon has an Aluminium honeycomb core bonded with carbon 
composite skin sheets on its either face. The thickness of the composite skin sheet was varying from 
one edge to other edge as shown in figure 3a. Inclusions, delaminations and debonds 
wereprogrammed in this specimen for the study. The location and size of debonds, delaminations and 
inclusions programmed in the specimen are shown in the schematic in figure 3b. 

 

 
 

The details of the defects are tabulated in table 1. The defects are introduced both at the thinner 
and thicker edges and also along the thickness variationdirection of the face sheet. 

 

ID  Type Size mm Details 
1.  Delamination 25 ×25 Between 3rdand 4thlayer of basic skin  (thinner edge) 
2.  Delamination 10 ×15 Between 2nd and 3rd layer of basic skin  (thinner edge) 
3.  Delamination 20 ×20 Between 2nd and 3rd layer of basic skin  (thinner edge face 

sheet B) 
4.  Debond  20 ×20 Between face skin and core (thinner edge) 
5.  Machined core 20 Machined core of 2 mm depth (thinner edge) 
6.  Inclusion  200 ×15 Between 3rd and 4th layer of basic skin  
7.  Debond 10 ×15 Between face skin and core(thicker edge) 
8.  Debond (face B) 20 ×20 Between face skin and core(thicker edge face sheet B) 

            

(a) 

Figure 1(a) Photograph of specimen showing skin sheets with varying thickness (b) schematic of defects 

(b) 
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9.  Debond 25 ×25 Between face skin and core(thicker edge) 
 

4. Experiment Details 
Continuous wave laser of model Verdi -V6of Coherent Inc. make with 6W power is used in the 

experiment at 0.8 W power level.Bifurcated optical fiber is used for guiding the laser lightfor object 
illumination and for reference beamas shown in figure 5.PixeLINK CMOS camera and in-house 
developed HDigitalRT software [8]are used for recording digital hologram and numerical 
reconstruction respectively. The front panel of the HDigitalRT software is shown in figure 6. 

Piezo shaker is used for vibrating the object. Piezo shakers are mounted on the object surface 
using a vacuum adaptor.The excitation frequencies are generated by function generator and controlled 
via software.Frequency was swept from 1 Hz to 30 kHz during the test.Figure 7 shows the photograph 
of the shaker mounted on the composite coupon. 

 

                      

 

 

 

 

5. Results and Discussion 
Modal parameters like resonant frequency and mode shape are extensively used to identify 

damages in a structure under the class of vibration based non-destructive testing techniques [12]. 
Time average holographic fringe patterns represent contours of vibration amplitude. Delamination and 
debond locally resonate during a frequency sweep and this local resonance can be easily identified 
through the fringe patterns [9]. The resonant frequency depends on type, size and location of defect as 
reported in [8]. Hence the frequency at which each type of defect independently vibrateshas to be 
determined so thatsuch resonant modes can be identified with a clear demarcation over the global 
modes. 

Vibration amplitude contour maps are obtained during the frequency sweep from 1 kHz to 30 kHz 
with an interval of 10 Hz. The fringe maps obtained for different frequencies at which each type of 
defects resonatesareshown in the figures 7a to 7d.  

Figure 6Front panel of 
HDigitalRT software 

Figure 5Timeaverage 
holography test setup 

Figure 7Shaker 
mounted on specimen 
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Figure 7a shows the time average interferogram of the specimenheld vertical facing skin sheet A with 
the thinner edgeat the top and thicker edge clamped at the bottom and vibrated at 6050 Hz at the 
center of the specimen. Delamination and machined core regions with IDs 1, 2 and 5 resonate at this 
frequency and are visible as black fringe patterns. Similarly at 14100 Hz the debond, machined core 
and inclusion with IDs 4, 5 and 6 respectively resonate as shown in figure 7b. In figure 7c 
interferogram of the specimen recordedat 5675 Hz facing skin sheet B with thinner edge at the top 
shows resonance of delamination with ID 3.Then thinner edge is clamped with the thicker edge at the 
top and excited at 10400 Hz using shaker mounted at the center. The corresponding interferogram of 
specimen shows resonance of debonds with IDs 7 and 9.In figures 7c and 7d fringe patterns 
correspond to local mode of defective regionsareseen together with that of global mode shape. This 
can be either due to the point of application of the excitation as in the present case where the shaker is 
mounted at the center of the face sheet or due to common resonant frequencies of the good region and 
defective region.Hence frequency at which a clear demarcation of fringe pattern due to resonance of 
defectalone has to be captured for better confidence level. Figure 8 shows interferogram at frequency 
10700 Hz where local resonance of inclusion region is clearly capturedwith the shaker mounted at the 
top thinner edge. But at frequency of 10440 Hz fringepattern similar to a defect is observed left of 
debond with ID 8 as shown in figure 9. Sincelocal resonant modes could not be differentiated from 
the global modes as theyexist together, defect ID 8 could not be identified with full confidence.  

 

 

 

 

6. Conclusion 
The composite sandwich specimen was inspected through time average digital holographic 

interferometry to determine the resonant frequencies of various types of defects commonly occurred 
in components with varying skin thickness. Resonant frequencies of all the nine defects were found to 
be within 15 kHz. Most of the defects were found resonating at different frequencies. Delaminations 

Figure 7 Time average interferograms showing resonance of various defects at frequencies  
(a) 6050 Hz (b) 14100 Hz (c) 5675 Hz (d) 10400 Hz 

Figure 8 Time average interferograms at 10700 Hz 
showing resonance of region with inclusion 

Figure 9 Thicker edge of 
specimen at 10440 Hz  
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at various layers of the face sheet at the thinner edge resonate in the range 5 KHz to 6 kHz. However 
debond at the thicker edge resonated at 14100 Hz. It is observed that a few defective regions, in 
particular,region with inclusion resonates for a wide range of frequencies. Nevertheless, certain 
frequencies are obtained through experiments where local resonance can be easily distinguished from 
global modes. 

Further work aiming to determine the type, magnitude and point of excitation to obtain a fringe 
pattern which can better discriminate the global and local resonant modesis in progress. 
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